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A nonequilibrium molecular dynamics �NEMD� method using stochastic energy injection and
removal as uniform heat sources and sinks is developed to calculate the thermal conductivity. The
stochastic energy is generated by a Maxwell function generator and is imposed on only a few
individual molecules each time step. The relaxation of the thermal perturbation is improved
compared to other NEMD algorithms because there are no localized heat source and sink slab
regions in the system. The heat sources are uniformly distributed in the right half of the system
while the sinks are in the left half, which leads to a periodically quadratic temperature distribution
that is almost sinusoidal. The thermal conductivity is then easily calculated from the mean
temperatures of the right and left half systems rather than by fitting the temperature profiles. This
improved relaxation NEMD scheme is used to calculate the thermal conductivities of liquid and
solid argons. It shows that the present algorithm gives accurate results with fast convergence and
small size effects. Other stochastic energy perturbation, e.g., thermal noise, can be used to replace
the Maxwell-type perturbation used in this paper to make the improved relaxation scheme more
effective. © 2008 American Institute of Physics. �DOI: 10.1063/1.2969762�

I. INTRODUCTION

Material thermal conductivities are very important for
the designs of industrial processes and are especially impor-
tant for new nanotechnologies related to energy transport. As
“the thermal conductivity has proven to be one of the most
difficult transport coefficients to calculate,”1 many efforts
have been put into molecular dynamics �MD� methods over
the years to simulate the thermal conductivity of condensed
matter. The MD methods for calculating the thermal conduc-
tivity can be classified as equilibrium MD �EMD� and non-
equilibrium molecular dynamics �NEMD� methods. The
EMD methods often use the Green–Kubo method to calcu-
late the time correlation function2–4 and the equivalent Ein-
stein method to accumulate the displacements in the
property.5 One drawback of the EMD methods is the slow
convergence of the long time part of the time correlation
function, such that very long time is needed to run simula-
tions for reliable results. One solution is the use of the
NEMD methods which impose external perturbation fields �a
homogeneous scheme�,6,7 temperature differences,8,9 heat
currents �a reversed scheme�,10,11 transient heat impulsion,12

or internal thermal noise.13,14 The NEMD schemes for calcu-
lating thermal conductivity have been demonstrated to con-
verge faster than the EMD methods.

A good NEMD algorithm, as discussed in Ref. 10,
should exhibit homogeneity and fast convergence, has peri-
odic boundary conditions and small temperature gradient,
and satisfies the conservation of energy and momentum and

the Hamiltonian. In addition, the relaxation of a thermal per-
turbation from an imposed heat source �or sink� is also a
significant factor like the structural relaxation effects on fluid
transport properties.15 Most NEMD methods for calculating
the thermal conductivity construct high and low temperature
regions to obtain the thermal current from the hot to the cold.
However, the relaxation of the thermal perturbation in the
hot and cold slabs may lead to size effects. For molecular
fluids, the system size influence is often not important.16 For
solids, however, the size effect becomes significant as a re-
sult of phonon scattering in the hot and cold slab
regions.17–19 The hot and cold slabs can be regarded as vir-
tual walls in the simulation system due to the slow relaxation
of the thermal perturbation, which worsens the simulation
homogeneity and the periodicity of the boundary conditions.

The thermal relaxation of the system temperature T go-
ing from T1 to T2 at infinite time can be characterized as

T�t� = T1 + �T2 − T1��1 − exp�− �t�� , �1�

in which t is the time and � is the relaxation rate from the
nonequilibrium state. Thus increasing of the relaxation rate
can quicken the thermal relaxation. For thermal relaxation
between two slabs, the relaxation rate can be defined as

� =
�2

2

DT

w2 , �2�

where DT is the thermal diffusivity and w is the slab
thickness.20 Thus, a thinner slab will have a larger relaxation
rate. In the extreme, an individual molecule in a system can
most easily reach equilibration. Therefore, an individual
molecule should be heated or cooled rather than an entire
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slab region in a NEMD scheme for calculating the thermal
transport.

Thus, a new NEMD scheme based on the heating and
cooling of individual molecules is developed to calculate the
thermal conductivity to improve relaxation of the thermal
perturbation. The thermal perturbation energy either added
into or removed from the system is generated based on a
Maxwell distribution function generator. The perturbation
energy is put into only a few individual molecules each cal-
culation step to improve the thermal perturbation relaxation.
The added and removed energy is distributed uniformly
throughout the right and left halves of the system. This uni-
form source and sink scheme leads to a quadratic tempera-
ture distribution that is almost sinusoidal. Then, the thermal
conductivity can be very easily extracted using Fourier’s heat
conduction law. The thermal conductivities of liquid and
solid argons are calculated to ascertain the convergence, ac-
curacy, and size effect characteristics of the scheme. The
theory and methodology are described in Sec. II. This uni-
form source and sink based NEMD method is then used to
calculate the thermal conductivity of molecular liquids and
solids taking argon as an example.

II. THEORY AND METHODOLOGY

A schematic for applying the uniform heat source and
sink scheme to the NEMD simulations is given in Fig. 1.
Periodic boundary conditions �PBC� are used along the x, y,
and z directions. The simulation cell is Lx�Ly �Lz. The ther-
mal energy perturbation forms a uniform heat source
throughout the right half of the system and a uniform heat
sink throughout the left half, as shown in Fig. 1�a�. For a one
dimensional problem, the temperature profile is governed by
Fourier’s heat conduction law,21

�c
�T�x,t�

�t
= �

�2T�x,t�
�x2 + qv, �3�

where � is the mass density, c is the heat capacity at constant
pressure, qv is the energy generation rate �i.e., energy gen-
eration per time per volume, with a negative value meaning
the energy removal rate�, and � is the thermal conductivity.
For steady state, one dimensional conduction, the tempera-
ture profile in the x direction can be expressed as

T = �
qv

2�
�x +

Lx

4
�2

−
qvLx

2

32�
+ T0 �−

Lx

2
� x � 0�
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2�
�x −
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4
�2

+
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2

32�
+ T0 �0 � x �

Lx

2
� . �

�4�

The uniform heat source and sink with periodic boundary
conditions lead to almost sinusoidal with a mean temperature
T0, as shown in Fig. 1�b�. Note that this temperature distri-
bution has continuous derivatives across the entire system.
The continuity of the temperature and its gradients elimi-
nates the virtual walls that occur in hot and cold slabs usually
used in NEMD schemes.

The energy injection and removal are imposed on indi-
vidual molecules to improve the thermal relaxation. The per-
turbation energy should be similar to thermal noise. The fa-
miliar velocity rescaling and potential cutoff methods can
generate noiselike stochastic energy. Unfortunately, the ve-
locity rescaling method cannot generate an ideal uniformly
distributed energy perturbation due to the inhomogeneous
temperature distribution in NEMD simulations. Thus, we ap-
ply a type of stochastic energy perturbation based on the
Maxwell distribution,

f�	n� = �8m

�
�1/2 	n

�kBTn�3/2 exp�−
	n

Tn
� . �5�

Here 	n is the thermal perturbation energy, m is the mass of
an atom, kB is the Boltzmann constant, and Tn is a reference
temperature for generating the thermal perturbation, where
Tn=0.01T0 is used here so that the thermal perturbation sig-
nals are very small compared to the system mean tempera-
ture. The thermal perturbation energy is imposed on several
individual molecules at each calculation step with the mol-
ecules randomly chosen to keep the heat source and sink
distributed uniformly. When an amount of thermal perturba-
tion energy is added onto a molecule in the heat source re-
gion, i.e., the right half of the system, an equal amount of
energy is removed from another molecule in the heat sink
region at the same time. Thus, the equal energy generation
and removal densities are equal. The heat source and sink
densities can be given as

qv =
2	l	nl


tLxLyLz
, �6�

in which 	i	ni is the total thermal perturbation energy added
or removed in half of the system during the simulation time

t.

FIG. 1. �Color online� Schematic of �a� the NEMD simulation system ap-
plying the relaxation-improved source-and-sink scheme and �b� the tempera-
ture profile for periodic boundary conditions.
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From Eq. �4�, the mean temperatures of the left and right
halves of the system are

T̄L = T0 −
2

Lx



−Lx/2

0

T�x�dx = T0 −
qvLx

2

48�
, �7a�

T̄R = T0 +
2

Lx



0

Lx/2

T�x�dx = T0 +
qvLx

2

48�
. �7b�

The average temperature difference between the left and

right mean system temperatures, i.e., T̄L and T̄R, and the sys-
tem mean temperature T0 is then


T =
�T0 − TL� + �T̄R − T0�

2
=

qvLx
2

48�
. �8�

Thus, the thermal conductivity can then be extracted from
the left and right mean system temperatures, i.e., �
=qvLx

2 /48
T. This calculated thermal conductivity is an av-
erage over a range of temperatures and densities due to the
inhomogeneities in the temperatures and densities in NEMD
systems, which is a weakness of most NEMD methods when
calculating the thermal conductivity.8–14 Note that this
method for calculating the thermal conductivity does not
need the local temperatures of all the slabs with a curve fit of
the temperature profile as in other NEMD schemes. Calcula-
tion of the left and right mean system temperatures in this
NEMD scheme will then much more easily converge with
smaller uncertainties than in other NEMD methods.

III. SIMULATION RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The uniform heat source and sink scheme has been used
to calculate the thermal conductivity of liquid and solid ar-
gons. Argon is simulated because its atomic dynamics can be
described with very good accuracy by a simple Lennard-
Jones �LJ� pair potential with many benchmark results for
the thermal conductivity available in previous works. The
particle interactions are described by the LJ potential in the
form

��r� = 4	���

r
�12

− ��

r
�6� , �9�

where r is the intermolecular distance, 	 is the energy pa-
rameter, and � is the molecular diameter. The parameters
used in this paper are 	=1.67�10−21 J and �=3.41
�10−10 m.22 For convenience, rescaled units are used for
most physical parameters as indicated by the superscript “ *”
in Table I.

The molecules move according to Newton’s second law.
The equations of motion for the molecules are integrated

using a leapfrog Verlet algorithm23 with a timestep of dt
=0.005. The time-consuming calculations of the interpar-
ticle interactions are reduced by using a potential cutoff of
rcut=2.5� and the cell-linked list method. The simulated sys-
tems are maintained at a constant temperature by the Nose–
Hoover thermostat method.24–26 The Nose–Hoover equations
of motion are

ṙ = p/m ,

ṗ = F − �p , �10�

�̇ =
1

Q
�	 p2

m
− gkBT� .

Here g=3N and Q=3NkBTr
2 in which r is a relaxation time

constant governing the rate at which the equations of motion
damp out fluctuations in the kinetic energy. The systems are
divided into 25 slabs to calculate the local temperatures. The
local temperatures are calculated to show the temperature
distribution across the system for examining the uniform
heat source and sink based scheme, but they are not neces-
sary for the thermal conductivity calculation.

A. Liquid argon

The liquid argon system contains 1000 molecules. The
simulation cell has Lx :Ly :Lz=2:1 :1 with the actual values
determined by the given density for each simulated case. The
system mean temperature, density, and heat source and sink
density are varied to show the effects of these parameters on
the scheme. The heat source and sink density depend on the
number of molecules F to which the thermal perturbation
energies are added or removed each time step. Thus, F rep-
resents the thermal perturbation strength. The temperature
distribution is governed by the thermal perturbation strength
and the system mean temperature. Each case is run for 1000
�200 000 time steps� for the system heat conduction to reach
steady state. Then the left and right mean temperatures, the
local slab temperatures, and the heat source and sink densi-
ties are averaged over 1500 �300 000 time steps�. These
time lengths are found to be sufficient to obtain converged
results as shown below.

Typical temperature and density profiles are shown in
Figs. 2�a� and 2�b� for various thermal perturbation strengths
characterized by F. The uniform heat source and sink
scheme along with the periodic boundary conditions lead to a
quadratic temperature profile, as shown in Fig. 2�a�. The
temperature profiles in both the left and right halves are qua-
dratic and can be fitted by quadratic functions, which agrees
with Eq. �4�. The deviation of the left and right mean tem-
peratures from the system mean temperature T0 depends on

TABLE I. Rescaled units for the physical parameters used in the MD simulations. kB is the Boltzmann constant.
The physical parameters using rescaled units are indicated by a superscript “ *.”

Parameter
Temperature

�T*�
Numerical

density �n*�
Time
�t*�

Velocity
�v*�

Thermal
conductivity

��*�
Energy source
density �q

v
*�

Rescaled unit 	 /kB �−3 =��m /	�1/2 � / kB / ��� 	 / ��3�
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the thermal perturbation strength F. A stronger thermal per-
turbation always results in larger temperature differences
throughout the system. For F=30, the temperatures range
from 0.55 to 0.90 with a temperature difference of about
0.35. For F=5, the maximum temperature difference is less
than 0.04 �4.8 K�, which is a very small perturbation com-
pared to the system mean temperature, T0=0.7. The left and
right mean temperatures can be used to calculate the thermal
conductivity of the fluid according to Eq. �7�. The statistical
error of the left and right mean temperatures can then be
used to calculate the errors in the thermal conductivity. The
nonuniform temperature profile always leads to a density
profile as shown in Fig. 2�b� with smaller temperature differ-
ences leading to more homogeneous density distributions.

The time averaged thermal conductivity, heat source
density, and left and right mean temperatures are shown in
Fig. 3 for F=10. The heat source density, as well as the heat
sink density �not shown here�, has only very slight variations
in the simulation average as shown in Fig. 3�b�, which indi-
cates that the Maxwell function generates a very stable ther-
mal perturbation energy. The left and right mean tempera-
tures shown in Fig. 3�c� initially have very small fluctuation
but then quickly converge. The thermal conductivity average
in Fig. 3�a� initially has larger variations than the heat source
and sink densities and the left and right mean temperatures
due to the uncertainty in calculated transport coefficients
arising from statistical errors in both the heat source and sink
densities and the left and right mean temperatures, which

agrees with the prediction of Eq. �8�. The results in Fig. 3
show that the simulations need about 750 �1.5�105 time
steps� to obtain a converged result for the thermal conduc-
tivity, which is much less than the primary estimate of 5000
for the reversed NEMD scheme in Ref. 16. These results
imply that the left and right mean temperatures converge
much faster than data collected in slabs containing fewer
molecules.

The dependence of the calculated thermal conductivity
on the thermal perturbation strength is shown in Fig. 4. The
thermal conductivity uncertainty decreases as the thermal
perturbation strength increases with the same averaging time.
With F=2, the relative uncertainty of the calculated thermal
conductivity is about �29%. The uncertainty decreases to
�4.8% when F=25. The first six data points in Fig. 4 for
F�25 range from 6.3 to 6.8. The last two points are then
less than 5.8 and differ greatly from the first six points. Large
thermal perturbations, such as F�25, can lead to large tem-
perature differences, i.e., inhomogeneities, in these simula-
tions. When the thermal conductivity is averaged over the

FIG. 2. �a� Temperature profiles and �b� density profiles for various thermal
perturbation strengths. The mean system temperature is T0

*=0.7 and the
mean density is n*=0.85.

FIG. 3. Time averages for liquid argon simulation for �a� the thermal con-
ductivity, �b� the heat source density, and �c� the left and right mean
temperatures.

FIG. 4. Dependence of the calculated thermal conductivity of liquid argon
on the strength of the applied thermal perturbation, T0

*=0.7, n*=0.85, and
an averaging time of 1500.
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entire system, these inhomogeneities may result in signifi-
cant deviations of the results such as shown in Fig. 4 for F
�25 from the intrinsic thermal conductivity of the fluid.
Therefore, considering the calculational uncertainties and the
homogeneity, F should be between 5 and 25 for these simu-
lations.

Table II presents the calculated thermal conductivities of
liquid argon for six liquid temperatures and various numeri-
cal densities. The results obtained using this uniform heat
source and sink NEMD scheme are within 10% of previous
results using other MD methods at the same state points. The
present results also agree well with the molecular theory
results.29 The thermal conductivity near the triple point is
also calculated with n*=0.8442 and T0

*=0.722. The present
scheme gives the rescaled thermal conductivity as
6.84�0.29, which compares well with the values of 6.5–7.1
obtained using various MD methods.6,30–33 Thus, the present
method is quite accurate and much faster than previous
NEMD methods.

B. Solid argon

The solid argon simulations assume that argon is a face-
centered cubic crystal with a lattice constant a=1.5591�,
which corresponds to a numerical density n*=1.0554 of
solid argon at a pressure of 5 atm.34 The lengths of the simu-
lation box in the y and z directions are set to Ly =Ly =7.8�,
with Lx adjusted to observe the system size effects. The
simulations include of 1000–12 000 molecules with Lx rang-
ing from 15� to 190�. The other calculation details are the
same as those for the liquid argon simulations. The system
length, mean temperature, and thermal perturbation strength
are varied to examine how effectively the improved relax-
ation scheme calculates the thermal conductivities of solids.
Each run allows 500 �100 000 time steps� for the system to
reach steady state heat conduction, then the left and right
mean temperatures, the local temperatures in the slabs, and
the heat source and sink densities are averaged over another
500 �100 000 time steps�.

The temperature and density profiles for solid argon are
shown in Figs. 5�a� and 5�b� for various system lengths.
Smaller thermal perturbations are required for longer sys-
tems to maintain a small temperature difference in the sys-

tem, as can also be demonstrated by Eq. �8�. The uniform
heat source and sink scheme lead to a quadratic temperature
profile that is almost sinusoidal as shown in Fig. 5�a�. This
indicates that the heat source and sink induced by the ther-
mal perturbations are uniform. As the simulations for liquid
argon, larger thermal perturbation strengths increase the tem-
perature difference in the system. For simplicity, the effects
of variations of F are not shown here. The thermal perturba-
tion strengths for the various system lengths are selected to
ensure that the temperature differences across the simulation
system are less than 0.2. In Fig. 5�b�, the density profiles are
nearly straight horizontal lines. Unlike liquid argon, the den-
sity of solid argon is not sensitive to the variation of the

TABLE II. Calculated thermal conductivities and previous data for liquid argon at specified temperatures and
numerical densities.

T
0
* n*

Thermal conductivity �*

Present work EMDa EMDb NEMDc
Molecular

theoryd

0.9 0.85 6.67�0.38 �F=15� 7.28�2.70 7.2 7.2 8.88
1.0 0.75 4.88�0.30 �F=15� 5.29�1.85 4.7 5.4 5.55
1.3 0.85 7.14�0.58 �F=15� 7.77�2.72 8.0 �T

0
*=1.32� 7.9 �T

0
*=1.32� 8.73

1.5 0.65 3.87�0.58 �F=5� 4.13�1.58 4.1 �T
0
*=1.59� 4.1 �T

0
*=1.59� 4.36

1.8 0.65 4.05�0.89 �F=5� 4.14�1.64 4.5 �T
0
*=1.85� 4.3 �T

0
*=1.85� 3.96

2.0 0.75 5.46�0.96 �F=5� 5.92�2.27 6.1 6.1 6.27

aReference 27.
bReference 28.
cReference 16.
dReference 29.

FIG. 5. �a� Temperature profiles and �b� density profiles for various system
lengths. The mean system temperature is T0

*=0.626 and the mean density is
n*=1.0554. For Lx

*=31.2, F=25; for Lx
*=62.4, F=20; and for Lx

*=93.6,
F=10.
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temperature and remains quite uniform due to the small ther-
mal perturbations and the rather small compressibility of
solid argon.

The time average of the thermal conductivity, heat
source density, and left and right mean temperatures are
shown in Fig. 6 for Lx

*=31.2 and F=25. As with the liquid
argon, the heat source density and the left and right mean
temperatures initially have small fluctuations and then con-
verge quickly, as shown in Figs. 6�b� and 6�c�. The thermal
conductivity again has larger variations in convergence as
shown in Fig. 6�a� than the heat source density or the left and
right mean temperature averages. The results in Fig. 6 show
that only 300 �6�104 time steps� is needed to obtain a
stable result, which reflects the rapid convergence of this
improved relaxation scheme.

The calculated solid argon thermal conductivities for
various system sizes are presented in Fig. 7. Here, the system
size is defined as the half width of the system in the x direc-
tion �i.e., Lx /2�. As the system size increases, the thermal

conductivity increases up to 0.36 W /mK for systems larger
than 30�. The reference value was obtained using an EMD
mehod and was demonstrated to have very small size
effects.35 Figure 7 shows that this improved relaxation
scheme exhibits size effects for system lengths less than 30�
which can be ignored for larger systems. The size effects
arise when the length of the simulation system is not much
longer than the phonon mean free path. Strictly speaking, the
effects are unavoidable with all MD methods because such
methods cannot deal infinitely large molecular systems. Nev-
ertheless, the size effects in the EMD methods are much less
than in NEMD methods.17,35,36 In the standard NEMD meth-
ods, the size effects are a result of phonon scattering at the
interfaces of the heat source and sink,37 which indicates that
the thermal perturbation changes the state of the phonons.
Therefore, the improved thermal relaxation of the thermal
perturbation, such as in the present method, can reduce the
system size effects. Heino19 found that the solid argon ther-
mal conductivity calculated using a NEMD method did not
converge until the system size reached 11 450� �3900 nm�,
which would significantly increase the computational cost.
The present results show that improving the relaxation of the
thermal perturbation as in the present NEMD scheme can
significantly reduce the size effects for the thermal conduc-
tivity calculations.

The system size dependence of NEMD approaches is
often understood to be a result of phonon scattering induced
by the heating and cooling slabs. This size effects on the
thermal conductivity have been characterized as17,19

1

�
=

2

nkBv
� 1

l�

+
4

L
� , �11�

where v is the average group velocity of phonons, l� is the
phonon mean free path in an infinite system, and L is the
system length. The phonon mean free path in an infinite sys-
tem can be estimated using kinetic theory as

l� =
3�

cv
. �12�

Using c=3nkB and

v =
kB�D

�kD
, �13�

where n is the number density, � is the Planck constant, �D

=92 K38 is the Debye temperature of solid argon, and kD

=2 6n�2 /v is the Debye wave vector. Then v=1000 m /s,
which agrees with previous experimental value.39 For argon
at 75 K, l� is about 3� �1 nm�. Thus, the size effects can
become very small for system sizes not much longer than the
phonon mean free path. This indicates that the physical
mechanisms controlling the size effects for the present im-
proved relaxation scheme differ from that of other NEMD
methods and that the degree of the size effects depends on
the heat resource and sink distributions. In addition, the
mean free path of phonons in low-dimensional materials can
be quite long, e.g., in the order of micrometers for carbon
nanotubes.40–43 Thus, the improved relaxation NEMD
method should be useful for thermal conductivity calcula-

FIG. 6. Time averages for �a� the thermal conductivity, �b� the heat source
density, and �c� the left and right mean temperatures for solid argon with
Lx

*=31.2 and F=25.

FIG. 7. Dependence of the thermal conductivity of solid argon on the sys-
tem size. T0

*=0.626, n*=1.0554, and an averaging time of 500. The cross-
hatched block represents the uncertainty of the EMD results of Tretiakov
and Scandolo �Ref. 36�.
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tions in such materials due to its small size effects.
The dependence of the calculated thermal conductivity

of solid argon on temperature is shown in Fig. 8 for tempera-
tures from 20 to 80 K. The simulation for T0=20 K uses
Lx /2=93.6�, while other simulations all use Lx /2=46.8�.
The present results agree well with previous experimental
data,44,45,47 EMD results,35,36 NEMD results,19 and theoreti-
cal predictions.39 Note that Heino19 calculated the thermal
conductivity by extrapolating the NEMD system size to in-
finity. For this temperature range, the deviation of the present
results from these previous results is within 15% except for
Christen’s experimental data46 at low temperatures less than
50 K. Comparison with the other data in Fig. 8 suggests that
his measurements may have some uncertainty. Figure 8 dem-
onstrates that the improved relaxation NEMD scheme can
accurately predict the thermal conductivity of solids.

IV. CONCLUSIONS

A NEMD scheme using stochastic energy injection and
removal as uniform heat source and sink is developed to
calculate the thermal conductivity. The thermal relaxation of
the thermal perturbation is better than in other NEMD algo-
rithms because the thermal perturbation energy is only im-
posed on several individual molecules each time step. The
heat source and sink are uniformly distributed in the right
and left halves of the system, which leads to a quadratic
temperature distribution that is almost sinusoidal. The ther-
mal conductivity can then be easily calculated from the left
and right mean temperatures using Fourier’s heat conduction
law.

The improved relaxation NEMD approach is used to cal-
culate the thermal conductivities of liquid and solid argons.
The obtained results agree well with the data and theoretical
predictions in the literature. Meanwhile, the very fast im-
proved relaxation scheme is demonstrated to be accurate
with small size effects. In addition, other types of energy
injection and removal can be used in place of the Maxwell
thermal perturbation to make the scheme even more effec-
tive.

A few features of the improved relaxation scheme using

uniform heat source and sink are worth mentioning. First,
there are no heat source and sink slab regions �virtual walls�
in the simulation system. In addition, the thermal conductiv-
ity can be easily calculated by simply averaging the mean
temperatures of each half rather than by fitting temperature
profiles. Then, the relaxation of the thermal perturbation is
improved because the thermal perturbation energy is only
imposed on a few individual molecules. Finally, the im-
proved relaxation NEMD method is expected to be useful for
predictions of the thermal conductivity of low-dimensional
materials with long phonon mean free paths due to its small
size effects.
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